
• Technology system utilizing Ozone gas, nature’s disinfectant

• 3000 times faster and 150 times more effective than bleach

• 15 minute cycle time

• Immediate use after each cycle, no gear down-time

• Kills 99.99% of micro-organisms including MRSA

• Reduces risk of infection

• No harsh chemicals and leaves no residue on gear

• Significantly reduce odors
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We all want to keep our athletes safe. We make sure we have 
the correct fit on pads, that the helmets are the most current 
technology for minimizing concussion risks, and that we 
provide the appropriate support to protect joints. But what 
about the things we can’t predict or even see? There are 
currently extremely dangerous bacteria and viruses that live 
deep within the fibers on this protective equipment that can 
lead to serious health complications.

Annual reconditioning is simply not enough care for treating 
these hidden dangers.  Swabs and sprays only work as a 
topical treatment and can not penetrate deep into the fibers 
of the equipment.  Not to mention, by using the swabs and 
sprays, we are exposing skin to potentially harmful 
chemicals that can cause skin irritations and reactions.  

Pro3 Solutions is the solution to guard our athletes against 
bacteria and viruses.  Through a technology process utilizing 
Ozone, which is 3000 times more effective than bleach, the 
process penetrates deep into the sports gear to kill many 
different strains of microorganisms. Whether it is MRSA, 
Strep, Influenza, C. Diff, viruses, or even mold, Ozone is the 
most effective form of treatment in reducing the risk for 
infections.  

The treatment is completely dry, which means no residual or 
skin exposure to any harsh chemicals.  A bonus side-effect 
also comes in the form of reduced smell.  Because many of 
the smells associated with athletic equipment are the direct 
result of these organisms, when the organism is killed, much 
of the smell will diminish as well.

THE PRO3 SOLUTIONWHAT IS OZONE?

Ozone (O3) is a highly reactive gas composed of three oxygen 
atoms. It is both a natural and a man-made product that 
occurs in the Earth’s upper and lower atmosphere. When 
man-made, it’s generated by an electrical discharge through 
dry air or pure oxygen. As a disinfectant, ozone is the 
strongest oxidant of the common disinfecting agents such 
as hydrogen peroxide, bleach, and iodine. It’s a colorless gas 
at all concentrations and has an odor usually associated with 
thunder storms.

HOW DOES OZONE WORK?

Ozone has highly reactive properties that simply react with 
bacteria or viruses to destroy it on contact. Both bacteria 
and viruses have a membrane or coat that protects them and 
keeps them alive. Ozone is able to break through these outer 
walls to eradicate the microorganism. Because Ozone is a 
gas, this method is able to penetrate small, hard to 
reach crevices in sports equipment that is often missed with 
other cleaning methods.

WHO SHOULD USE IT?

• Fire, Police, and EMS

• Military

• Medical

• Athletic Protective Equipment

• Athletic Facilities

• Schools


